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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY  

Julianna Delgado, PhD, FAICP 

 

How to Win at Planning 
 What Staff and Commissioners Should Know to Work Together Successfully 

 

                                                                          If everyone agrees, then no one is thinking.  
 Marvin Malecha, FAIA, Past AIA President and Dean Emeritus 

 

Planning Staff and Commissioners are essential players in community planning problem-solving.  Given 

their often difficult, cumbersome job, how can they work together and with the public effectively to 

reach their common goal?  The comments and suggestions below distilled from practitioners’ input and 

available guidebooks are meant to help raise awareness and improve conduct during public meetings 

that leads to better decisions.  These include understanding the nature of planning; players’ roles and 

responsibilities in the process; ways to improve communication among Staff, Commission, City Council 

(Pasadena’s governing body), and the public; and producing reports that support more and better 

deliberation. 

 

The Nature of Planning 

 

 Unlike in most professions (law, medicine, real estate, etc.), the planner’s ‘client’—for both 

Planning Staff and Commissioners—is one and the same:  the whole community.  It is not a single 

applicant or proponent or group of residents.  

 

 Staff and Commissioners work together towards a common goal:  to improve the City’s quality of 

life envisioned in its General Plan and applicable Specific Plans.   This takes courage, consistency, 

patience, and perseverance. 

 

 Planning is an active process of optimizing, of making things better.  It establishes the 

community’s goals and policies for directing and managing future growth and development.  It 

also applies these to specific land-use projects based on rational thinking and, often, consensus-

building in an open, public forum.  Every development project brought to the City for review and 

consideration is an opportunity to improve the community.  Every change in regulations has that 

same potential. 

 

 The types of problems planners resolve are essentially wicked.  Unlike scientific problems based 

on tested formulas, each planning problem is essentially unique, involving a specific set of place-

based circumstances that include a discrete history, geography, and social context.  To resolve 

them, ask:  Is this project the right fit for its site?  Will changes in rules improve the future? 
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 There are no ‘experts’ in resolving planning problems.  When it comes to ending poverty, 

providing enough affordable housing, ensuring equity, there are no right or wrong answers, just 

better or worse ones.  There is no formula for how to create great projects or cities, no easy or 

definitive solutions to planning problems.  With more time and money better resolutions may be 

uncovered, which is the reason plans are often amended.   

 

 Discretionary planning decisions rely on current rules (typically found in the Zoning Code) applied 

fairly to a specific development project.  Legislative decisions—approved only by elected 

representatives of the people after Commission recommendation--essentially change the rules 

for everyone equally.  Both types are legally binding. 

 

 The Commission’s charge is two-fold: first, to sit in judgment and make discretionary, “quasi-

judiciary” decisions on site-specific development projects when required by the Zoning Code, 

which is essentially permitting, often called current planning.   These decisions may be appealed 

to the City Council.  Secondly, the Commission also makes recommendations to the City Council 

on planning and development-based regulations, which is essentially contributing to advanced or 

long-range planning.   

 

 The City’s Planning  Staff is generally divided into divisions based on these two aspects: 

permitting/current planning and advanced/long-range planning. Rarely is a Staff member equally 

adept at both in terms of education and experience. 

 

 When it comes to permitting and entitlements, Staff knows best and most thoroughly what 

regulations and processes apply to specific development projects.  Additionally, Staff is typically 

educated in the most current thinking about planning problems, has studied resolutions in other 

communities, and knows professional best practices, including in fostering public participation.  

Both categories of knowledge—permitting and advanced planning--are highly valuable.   

 

 Since rules and regulations can be inconsistent or contradictory, Staff and Commissioners should 

acknowledge this flaw and exercise their common sense and commitment when applying their 

problem-solving skills. 

 

 The best resolutions rely on a commitment to argumentation. This means deliberating based on 

reasoning that involves generating and weighing alternatives, then considering outcomes and 

potential consequences of each to arrive at the best conclusion.   

 

 Planning decisions rely on two types of reasoned judgements.  Factual judgements: i.e, 

agreement on what is the allowed density, height, setbacks, number of parking spaces, tend to 

be quantifiable, concrete, and objectively based on zoning regulations.  Value judgements are far 

more qualitative, subjective, and difficult to agree upon: i.e. what is meant by walkable, vibrant, 

sustainable, timeless, village-like, beautiful, etc. that show up in plan visions and goals. Thus, all 
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actions—including discretionary ones--are arguable and can benefit from ‘more eyes’ reviewing 

them, especially from the public. 

 

 The more stakeholders who participate in decision-making—and the broader the array of those 

with different voices at the table—the better the outcomes since multiple perspectives, which no 

single participant can possibly hold, can be expressed, considered, and understood by all.   

 

 It is critical and required that the community at large be able to participate in problem-solving 

and its wishes should be generally heard.  In some cases, the public’s interests are documented--

i.e. in the General Plan or a Specific Plan--but interpretation benefits from multiple participants 

and public hearings, from more communal thinking about what these documents mean. 

 

 Despite a strong commitment to problem-solving and a robust participatory process, it is best for 

all to remember in a democracy that protects private property, the timing and location, the 

‘where and when’ development or redevelopment occurs is dependent largely on the needs of 

the property owner.  Despite the best laid plans, some properties and land uses will not change 

to accommodate the community’s vision or design guidelines.   This is the reality of community 

planning. 

 

 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 

 STAFF COMMISSIONERS 

Who am I? City Employee, Public Servant Appointed Public Official and Resident 

Who do I report to? City Manager City Council, Appointing Council Member 

Who do I advise? Commission, City Council City Council 

What are my main duties 
in the planning decision 
process? 

● Make legally-binding permitting 
decisions per the Zoning Code 
(Director/Hearing Officer) 

● Provide research, technical, and 
administrative support for  
Commission and Council 
decision-making 

● Support and facilitate the 
public participation process 

● Listen actively to the 
community 

● Educate the community about 
planning processes and  issues 
 

● Consider research and technical 
advice from Staff 

● Hear and consider public input, its 
concerns and ideas 

● Determine the best possible 
outcome on planning matters 

● Make legally-binding, 
discretionary planning-related 
decisions (permitting) per the 
Zoning Code 

● Hear appeals of Staff decisions 
(Board of Zoning Appeals) 

● Make recommendations to the 
Council on legislative matters 
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Am I expected to know 
everything about the 
matter at hand? 

No No 

Must I strive to remain 
neutral? 

Yes Yes, on discretionary decisions 
No, on legislative (advisory) decisions 

Must I strive to be fair-
minded and empathetic? 

Yes Yes 

Should I come to meetings 
prepared? 

Yes Yes 

Should I be willing to learn 
continually through 
professional development 
and asking questions? 

Yes Yes 

Should I be willing to 
collaborate, cooperate, 
and work to resolve 
complicated issues in a 
productive and forward-
thinking manner?  

Yes Yes 

Am I subject to The CA 
Brown Act? 

No Yes 

 

 Staff members are City employees, public servants that report directly to the City Manager, not 

the City Council.  Per the Zoning Code, Staff (Director/Hearing Officer) is authorized to make 

certain discretionary decisions in the course of permitting projects.  Staff also reports on the 

planning process and resulting recommendations by the Commission, but does not make direct 

recommendations to the Council on Commission-related matters.  Staff may nonetheless offer 

additional technical information and advice to help the Council arrive at a decision. However, 

Staff is not empowered to decide which of the Commission’s conclusions may be accepted or 

ignored.  It should acknowledge and appreciate the Commission’s role and time commitment. 

 

 The Planning Commission, a body of appointed public officials who are community leaders, has 

the legal authority and responsibility to play a central role in making decisions and advising the 

City Council on land-use and development matters.  The Commission reports directly to and 

makes recommendations solely to the City Council, and is in the best position to lobby for good 

planning.   It should acknowledge Staff’s role in making successful decisions. 

 

 The Planning Commission does not report to City Staff or the City Manager, nor does it assign, 

develop, or discipline Staff members or their work. 
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 A subset of the Planning Commission serves as the Board of Zoning Appeals to hear and rule on 

appeals of Staff’s discretionary decisions on development entitlements.  The Board’s action may 

be appealed to the City Council.  

 

 Official communication among Commissioners must take place in public and is subject to the CA 

Brown Act.  The City Attorney provides the best training and technical advice on compliance.  

 

 Staff members as City employees bring professional, technical, and theoretical approaches to 

the planning process.  Commissioners, as appointed public officials who also live in the 

community, are themselves stakeholders, contributing knowledge from an array of disciplines 

and a practical and experiential viewpoint.  Both perspectives are necessary to resolve planning-

related problems. However, given the nature of planning problems, neither Staff members nor 

Commissioners should be expected to know everything but should foster learning and discovery. 

 

 Staff strives to remain neutral in its role in the decision-making process. It provides research, 

advice, and technical background on the facts and values related to a matter to ensure the 

Commission has all the information needed to make the best discretionary decisions and 

legislative recommendations to the City Council; and the Council, in turn, can take action and 

make its best, most informed decisions for the community. 

 

 Staff’s role is also to support and facilitate the public participation process, actively listen to 

community members, and educate them about the planning process and related matters.   

 

 The Commission has a different, yet complementary role.  As a body of engaged citizens 

appointed to serve the community, it considers the technical information, advice, and reasoning 

Staff provides; and listens to the public’s ideas, concerns, and conclusions.  It then weighs what 

it knows and has learned and deliberates to build consensus amongst its members, to arrive 

ultimately at the best possible decisions or sets of recommendations that will avoid unintended, 

negative consequences for the community.  

 

 To do so, Commissioners should come to meetings well prepared, having read the Staff Reports, 
kept the legal requirements in mind and reviewed applicable sections of the General Plan, 
Zoning Code, etc., looked through the environmental assessment for each project, and visited 
the related sites, so the Commission is able to deliberate effectively and make ‘findings of fact’ 
or factual reasons for its decisions based on evidence.  
 

 In executing its charge as public officials, Commissioners should strive to be fair-minded, 
respectful to all participants in the process, approachable, compassionate, empathetic, and 
truthful in their commitment to the public trust and the community’s vision.  

  
 Commissioners should be willing to ask technical questions of Staff when unsure, and commit to 

learning about planning and the participatory process in general. 
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 Like for Staff, the City should help educate Commissioners about their role and the field of 

planning in general by making available professional development opportunities through the 

League of California Cities, the American Planning Association, the California Preservation 

Foundation, and other planning-related institutions and organizations.  To make intelligent 

decisions for the good of the public, in-house training and study sessions should also be held as 

needed on subjects related to matters the Commission is considering. 

 

 On legislative matters, Commissioners are charged with reviewing all planning aspects of the 

matter before them, not just those Staff may have identified for the Commission to review.  

Thus, limitations on the scope of the Commission’s review should not be imposed and 

information withheld or provided based solely on what Staff feels the Commission ‘needs to  

know.’  Likewise, it is the Commission’s responsibility to ask for more information when needed.  

Requests should be documented and follow-up provided until filled. 

 

 It is reasonable for Staff—as a vital part of the team--to point out issues it has found to be more 

difficult or complicated and solicit the Commission’s help to generate ideas, build consensus, 

and resolve them cooperatively, and vice versa. 

 

 

Improving Team Communication 

 

 Staff members and Commissioners are human beings with differing backgrounds, perspectives, 

aspirations, and roles in the planning process, yet commitment to each other and mutual 

respect when working together as a team is the bottom line. Given the nature of planning 

problems, both should practice humility, tact, keeping an open mind, and having ‘courtesy of 

the heart,’ neither blaming nor judging others or interfering with another’s decision. 

 

 Argumentation--a method of arriving at decisions based on logic and reasoning--results in 

better, more creative resolutions to problems.  As long as their demeanor is civil, Commissioners 

may disagree among themselves and with Staff on proposed recommendations, and vice versa.  

This is evidence of thinking. No one should feel silenced or take disagreement personally.  All 

should be mindful, however, that discussion and deliberation generally takes place in public.   

 

 Commissioners should understand that Staff is an invaluable partner in community problem-

solving, trained to be stewards of the public trust and sensitive to the needs of those in the 

community who are least represented in the participatory process.  All professional planners 

choose working in the field for idealistic reasons:  they want to improve the City’s quality of life 

for all and make the world a better place in general.  Commissioners volunteer for the same 

reason.     
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 Staff, as good team players, should always maintain a neutral, honest, and dispassionate stance 

and not appear to have an agenda or argue defensively for its position only, or worse, assume 

the Commission is there to ‘rubber stamp’ its recommendations and disregard its ideas. 

  

 Commissioners should be sensitive to the needs of Staff as employees, who are not typically 

stakeholders but whose livelihood is nonetheless at stake, and mindful of their time 

commitment.  Staff members can have overwhelming caseloads over which they have little 

control, while Commissioners, who volunteer part-time, have far less personal risk in 

participating.  If more Staff work is needed to make a decision then the request should go to 

management. 

 

 Staff is often mistakenly considered by the public to be ‘The City’ and unfairly accused of 

perceived government inequities for which they often develop a ‘thick skin’ as an appropriate 

means of self-preservation.  Given their working conditions, Staff aspires to do their best job by 

honing their inter-personal skills and working with the community in a ‘customer-friendly’ way 

that improves relations.  This deserves the Commission’s support and acknowledgment. 

 

 Commissioners should realize that Staff does not make the rules but is charged with applying 

them consistently and fairly.   Only the City Council can adopt new or amend existing 

regulations, and Staff has little responsibility for those decisions.  Thus, it serves no purpose to 

‘kill the messenger,” especially in a public forum.  

 

 Commissioners are likewise not empowered to change the rules, even when they disagree with 

them.  To resolve apparent injustices, inequities, or inconsistencies in regulations or produce 

ways to manage and streamline the planning process better both players in their commitment 

to good planning should support each other in recommending the City Manager or Council 

consider changes.   Staff and the Commission should establish ways to ensure cooperatively 

these requests are heard and follow-through is provided. 

 

 Staff should practice active listening that is respectful of the Commission and public.  It should 

set aside personal goals and feelings and not appear to disregard Commissioners’ and the 

public’s views as if they did not matter or argue against them or dismiss them outright with no 

real explanation.  It is alright to say, “We don’t know but can find out for you;” or, “That point is 

valid and something we all need to consider;” or “We understand your position but disagree” 

and then provide the reasons.   The Commission should help enable Staff to respond honestly. 

 

 Like Staff, Commissioners should realize that some people are also intimidated by ‘The 
Government’ in general and the public process. They should strive to make their interactions as 
stress-free as possible to promote public confidence in the Commission and its leadership.  They 
should help convey the City’s care for and commitment to its community members by actively 
listening to and considering public input in a respectful way.     
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 At public meetings, Staff should be prepared to elaborate orally on reasoning that seems faulty 

or unclear, which might enlighten Commissioners and help them understand Staff’s position 

better to arrive at consensus.  When possible, Commissioners should alert Staff beforehand 

about its need for more or clearer information, which will not seem like public attack and give 

Staff time to prepare better responses. 

 

 At public meetings, the Commission Chair should gently guide Commissioners and the public to 

focus on the matter at hand and keep the agenda moving along smoothly.   Often speakers from 

the public do not understand the process and procedures for making decisions and might direct 

their comments to general concerns, which are valid but not relevant for deliberation purposes 

on a particular item.  The Chair should welcome speakers to make comments on matters not on 

the agenda when opening the meeting and go over in plain English the meeting procedures.  The 

tone of the meeting should invite inclusiveness and not seem like a court trial. 

 

 On discretionary matters, the Commission should understand that Staff is the City’s front line in 

development and has worked with the applicant from the time the City was first approached.  

Staff may have also consulted with other departments and agencies, or requested project 

changes until it felt it could support recommending Commission approval or, rarely, disapproval.  

The Commission should acknowledge Staff’s preliminary efforts. 

 

 Thus, to work together smoothly, raise the ‘esprit de corps,’ and build consensus to reach 

effectively their common goal of improving the community, Staff and Commissioners should 

strive to play to their strengths.  It is best to keep in sight that the body of knowledge among all 

the players—including public speakers at meetings--is greater than the sum of the parts. 

 

 To avoid lasting conflicts or ill-will, and resolve misunderstandings—which can occur in any 

group setting--and to conserve talent and resources, Staff and Commissioners should 

acknowledge that good communication is key.  They might want to discuss periodically or when 

needed ways to improve working together to achieve their common goal.  

 

 

Reports that Support More and Better Deliberation 

 

 Staff Reports are records available to the public that document information the Commission or 

City Council will consider and the process of arriving at a decision.  These are prepared by 

Planning Staff.  For items requiring a decision or recommendation, Reports show the analysis 

and deliberation contributing to an action.   

 

 Staff Reports should always embody the highest professionalism and show commitment to the 

whole community. They should be written to help decision-makers make informed decisions, 

not to tell them how to come to Staff’s conclusion.   
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 Transparency is vital to the planning process.  Everything needed to arrive at a position 

rationally and inform the community should be included in the Staff Report, including maps, 

proposed texts, drawings, etc.   

 

 If the Commission feels information is missing, it should ask for it from Staff who will make it 

available to all.  In some cases, the Staff Report should be amended, or the matter continued to 

a subsequent meeting, to include new information and adequate time for Commission and 

public review. 

   

 The language of Staff Reports should be geared towards the general public and free of planning 

jargon. Replace, for example, signage, materiality, and fenestration with concrete terms.  

Reports should not seem like legal briefs or a legal argument in favor of Staff’s or an applicant’s 

position.  These lead to the public’s apprehension and mistrust. 

 

 Staff Reports should rely mostly on analysis that is thorough and clearly written.  The Reports 

should educate decision-makers and the public by defining and explaining the different, 

competing positions or options and outlining the benefits or opportunities, costs and liabilities 

for each.  The Staff Report should help decision-makers answer and the public understand: 

What are the consequences of voting for or against this matter? 

 

 Staff Reports should include references and examples, as appendices if needed, that will help 

educate the public and decision-makers generally about what constitutes a worthy project or 

measure, and produce a greater understanding of the matters at hand. 

 

 For matters that are long and complicated, include in the Staff Report an Executive Summary 

that states clearly the Staff’s or Commission’s recommendation up front.  

 

 On discretionary matters, the Staff Report should discuss more than how a project meets the 

zoning requirements and other ‘objective standards.’  The goal is to ensure that the project will 

ultimately result in the best outcome for the community.  Thus, Reports should address the 

project’s suitability with respect to its context and overall quality and contribution to a sense of 

place, as embodied in the community’s vision in its General Plan and Specific Plan, if applicable.  

 

 No project meets all the policies of the General Plan or related Specific Plan.  In any Staff Report 

a strong position for or against any project can be built by selectively listing policies that meet – 

or do not meet -- the required findings.  More thought about the weaknesses as well as 

strengths of a proposal and its potential long-term consequences support argumentation, might 

result in better decisions and projects, and encourage more participation in the process. 
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 Staff Reports should thus present the City’s policies and rules and then compare and contrast 

projects to them, not seem to be based on how to make the project ‘fit.’  It should discuss how 

or whether the project conforms, avoiding the appearance of only selecting policies that support 

findings for a position. There is no perfect project, only better or worse ones. 

 

 To help decision-makers and the public understand the process and evolution of a development 

project, and avoid any unfounded negative sentiment that Staff is working ‘for the applicant,’ 

the Staff Report might include background on what the applicant initially proposed and how the 

project subsequently evolved and improved with Staff’s input and hard work.   

 

 On legislative matters, recommendations are far more difficult to arrive at than for discretionary 

decisions, as they are based less on factual judgements than value-laden ones.  Both Staff and 

the Commission—and later, the City Council--should realize there are no absolutes when it 

comes to legislative matters. Reliance on broad participation, creative thinking, and 

argumentation to find the best recommendations should be fostered.   

 

 If there is no immediate resolution or an impasse at a public meeting, the Commission Chair 

should consider forming an ad hoc sub-committee to work closely with Staff and the applicant, if 

so desired, to resolve or prepare the matter for future deliberation.  

 

 To assist the City Council in making well-informed decisions, the Staff Report should fairly and 

accurately discuss the Commission’s recommendations, including its reasoning for or against the 

matter and any dissenting opinions.  It should also describe the support or objections voiced by 

the public that influenced the Commission’s reasoning.   

 

 For Staff Reports to the City Council on Commission-related matters, it is a good practice for 

Staff and the Commission Chair to confer regularly on language to be included in the Staff 

Report to ensure the basis for the Commission’s recommendation is fairly and adequately 

reflected.  Staff may also include further information it feels the City Council should consider.  

This may not necessarily support the Commission’s recommendations but should be provided in 

the interest of painting the best, broadest picture for the Council’s decision without diminishing 

or attempting to alter the Commission’s recommendation. 

 

 For all Commission-related matters, the Commission Chair or its representative and Ad-hoc 

Committee Chair (when applicable) should be present at City Council meetings and available to 

answer Councilmember questions about the Commissions’ reasoning for recommendations in 

the Staff Report.  The Council should not have to rely on Staff to represent the Commission, 

which also alleviates the burden for Staff. 
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